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Role Map

The purpose of this course is so you can achieve business freedom, so that you can eventually be completely 
hands off and walk away from your business. The problem that many business owners face is that they hold 
too many positions in their company, and the amount of work they do actually increases as their company 
grows. There are also times where another person in the company holds several roles, making them an 
iceberg if they potentially leave, or making the business process inefficient. There are even times where 
people hold a position that they absolutely hate, and they could be better utilized in another area. In order to 
avoid this it is best to create a roll map. A role map is much like an organizational chart, showing who answers 
to who within a company, but instead of basing the chart on people, the chart is based on position (see an 
example role map below). This means that you could see one name in several boxes in your role chart, because 
one individual has multiple positions. The role chart is meant to help you eliminate this, so your company is 
not as reliant on you or any other employee. By properly working out a role chart you can also slowly back 
yourself out of the company, so that it can run on its own. This will allow you have an efficient and successful 
business, while eventually being completely hands off and having business freedom. 

Lets begin!

Manager / President

Accounting

Receivables

Book Keeping

Payables

Inventory

Information Technology

Warehouse/Shipping/Receiving

Social Media / Internet

Sales Admin

Sales

Sales

Operations Marketing Sales Manager
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Role Map Exercise

Step One: Create an role map with all the positions that are within your company, see the example above.

Step Two: Populate each position within your role map with either your name or your employees names.

Step Three: Highlight any challenges that your role map has identified with different colors based on urgency.  

(Eric used   red   for roles that need immediate attention and change,   blue   for roles that need change but do not 
require immediate attention, and   green   for roles that do not require any attention until you are ready to make 
your exit from the company).



Notes:


